
Amee Ballantyne, Reading Recovery Teacher at View Royal Elementary
Christy Haymes and Audra Cullen, Grade 1 Teachers at View Royal 
Elementary



 Grade One students

 Daily 30 minute lessons, 1 on 1

 Early intervention → long-term cost-
effectiveness

 Dramatically reduce number of 
students with reading and writing 
difficulties

Reading Recovery in a nutshell



LEVEL 1 TEXT (BEGINNING OF GRADE 1) 



LEVEL 16 TEXT (END OF GRADE 1)



Beginning Writing Assessment 
(Hearing and Recording Sounds in Words)



Beginning Writing Assessment 
(Hearing and Recording Sounds in Words)



Reading Recovery As An 
Inclusive Intervention

 To become confident readers and 
writers

 To access the curriculum

 Early intervention → immediate 
and long-term effectiveness

 Every student deserves the right to 
literacy intervention

 Equitably support all learners

 Adapt to the learning needs of 
every student

 Targeted and specialized



A Student To Remember

 Effective intervention for students with 
complex needs

 Explicit and individualized teaching

 Specialized teaching to meet the 
personal learning goals of the student

 Collaborative and inclusive



An Equitable and Inclusive 
School District

 Equitable and inclusive literacy 
opportunities

 Collaborative and inclusive

 Consistent early intervention

 Full implementation of Reading 
Recovery in every Elementary 
school



Early Intervention

 Early intervention is key to long-term success

 Reading Recovery is designed to overcome a slow 
start to literacy learning

 In Grade One, we can identify the students most in 
need and intervene for accelerated literacy 
learning

 Intervene before they become increasingly 
confused and less likely to catch up



Whole School Benefit

 Reading Recovery is part of a 
comprehensive literacy plan

 A trained literacy specialist 
working with all staff

 Early identification and 
intervention

 Creates momentum for literacy 
learning

 Long-term effectiveness



In The Classroom

 Huge boost in confidence
 They view themselves as readers 

and writers
 They are proud of what they can 

do
 They are not afraid to try
 Immediate and long-term 

effectiveness
 Meet the needs of all students
 Reading Recovery provides 

explicit teaching not otherwise 
available in the classroom



Being a Parent of a Reading 
Recovery Child

 Giving a boost to our most 
vulnerable students

 Providing an opportunity for 
personalized literacy 
intervention

 Making a difference with our 
children who need it most
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